Optical modulation of aqueous metamaterial properties at large scale
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Abstract: Dynamical control of metamaterials by adjusting their shape and structures has been developed to achieve desired optical functionalities and to enable modulation and selection of spectra responses. However it is still challenging to realize such a manipulation at large scale. Recently, it has been shown that the desired high (or low) symmetry metamaterials structure in solution can be self-assembled under external light stimuli. Using this approach, we systematically investigated the optical controlling process and report here a dynamical manipulation of magnetic properties of metamaterials. Under external laser excitations, we demonstrated that selected magnetic properties of metamaterials can be tuned with the freedom of chosen wavelength ranges. The magnetic dipole selectivity and tunability were further quantified by in situ spectral measurement.
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1. Introduction

Metamaterials are designed artificial composites whose properties are primarily from their structures rather than chemical compositions [1]. With their constituent “meta-atoms” tailored at a sub-wavelength scale, metamaterials have opened the exciting gateway to reach extraordinary properties and applications such as artificial magnetic activities, negative refraction and deep-subwavelength imaging [2–5]. The route to metamaterials has traditionally taken a top-down fabrication technology such as Focus Ion Beam (FIB) and Electron Beam Lithography (EBL). In the past decade, we have indeed seen tremendous research advancement that has brought metamaterials responses from microwave to optical frequency [6–11]. Recently, metamaterials fabrication can also be realized by the state-of-the-art self-assembly methods offering better spatial resolution and large scalability [12–15]. However, the dynamically controllable tuning of the structures and properties metamaterials at a large scale still remains challenge.

Frequency tunability of metamaterials using top-down fabrication technique, for example, was demonstrated by switching an intrinsic semiconductor to metal either through photocarrier generation under strong ultrashort laser pulse irradiations [16] or using a phase change materials such as vanadium dioxide (VO$_2$) [17,18]. Structure tunability could be offered by self-assembly techniques with combined chemical specificity and induced external stimuli [19,20]. More recently, a reconfigurable three dimensional (3D) plasmonic metamolecules was demonstrated using DNA-regulated conformational changes [21]. However, the aforementioned tuning of metamaterials still remains at single element or a few elements level.

We have previously demonstrated a feedback driven self-assembly route using external light stimuli to rather control the final desired metamaterials structures precisely [15]. However, we note that this unique developed method can be a ideal route to dynamically adjust assembled structures on-site in achieving desired optical functionalities and spectra selectivity. By a systematic investigation on optical controlling process, we report here the
dynamical manipulation of magnetic properties of metamaterials using previously developed feedback self-assembly mechanism. Moreover, the tunability and selectivity of magnetic responses of metamaterials have been quantified.

2. Fabrication and modelling

Due to its interesting structure-dependent optical properties, the metamaterial we investigate is coupled nanorod dimer system with a mutual longitudinal offset (position displacement) that enriches its optical modes [15]. Gold nanorods were prepared by using a seed mediated growth method [22,23]. The assembly of nanorod pairs involves the control of the hydrophobation of gold nanorods and the interfacial-preferential binding (Fig. 1(a)). Typically, the fresh prepared gold nanorods was centrifuged by disposal of excess Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and washed 2:1(v/v) water/chloroform solution by extraction. After discarding the chloroform layer, the gold nanorod suspension was quickly added to a 3 µL mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS) solution in ethanol (1mM) (designed for pronounced offset ~20nm, adding more MPS will result in different level of hydrophobation and thus offsets). During the stirring of this mixture, gold nanorod particles were incubated by adding 1 ml of an octadecyltrimethoxysilane (ODS) chloroform solution (1:1000 (v/v)) and 10 µl sodium hydroxide NaOH (1M) to achieve surface functionalization. Dimer assembly was performed by dropwise introduction of disodium chromoglycate (DSCG) solution with a concentration of 500 µM when the nanorods stabilized at water-chloroform interface (light red color observed at the interlayer). An offset along the longitudinal side is created due to the hydrophobation of lateral nanorod surface deprived of CTAB. After assembly, the solution near the interlayer was taken out and purified several times with ultrafiltration centrifugal nanosep devices containing membranes of 0.035 μm and 0.45 μm to remove large clusters.

![Fig. 1. (a) The experimental pictures illustrating the two processes of coupled nanorod assembly involving partial hydrophobation and preferential interface assembly. (b) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of assembled gold nanorod dimers showing typical offsets along longitudinal axis.](image)

The result of of dimer assembly shows that coupled nanorod pairs were successfully synthesised with longitudinal offsets along the side (Fig. 1(b)). For detailed analysis, we have performed the structural statistical measurement (over 100 dimer particles) along with the theoretical spectra calculations performed by CST Microwave Studio. The decomposed spectra result of the sample is shown in Fig. 2. The intensity differences in spectra are from distinct populations of dimers with various offsets estimated from structure statistics. Due to the unique structure-dependent optical responses, we could dynamically reconfigure our metamaterial structures by recently developed plasmon-mediated feedback mechanism using external light control [14]. The designed working window of wavelength (λ) ~760-930nm as shown is chosen because of the effectiveness of structural re-population.
Fig. 2. The decomposed extinction spectra using experimental structural statistics (various offsets’ populations) along with theoretical spectra simulations (polarization along longitudinal direction of dimers) with 5 nm increment step of dimers offsets. Large peak in each decomposed spectrum is electric dipole response while the smaller peak corresponds to magnetic dipole resonance.

3. Experiment and discussion

With the detailed information on structural statistics and modes dispersion, we were able to tuning the metamaterials responses selectively and dynamically. A schematic of the assembly and optical setup is shown in Fig. 3(a). Similar to a pump and probe experiment, a laser light was used to excite the metamaterials structures in solution while a white light source was illuminated through the sample to monitor the spectra. Under laser light excitation as shown, plasmon resonances are induced at nanodimers in the way that only dimers with the right shift (offset) will survive while other “undesired” shifted structures will be disassembled due to the photothermal heating from the plasmon resonances [24,25]. Meantime, the disassembled nanorods could reassemble into dimers because of the presence of bonding molecules in solution. And the reassembly of dimers prefers to form the right amount of offset because the illumination prevents them to recombine into “undesired” offsets. Using such a feedback mechanism, the structures and properties of metamaterials can be dynamically controlled. In a typical experiment, 200 μL as-assembled dimer metamaterial solution in quartz cuvette was irradiated by Femtosecond laser (laser pulse duration: 100 fs) with designed working range of wavelength (0.875 kW cm⁻² average power density). The total number dimer particles affected by the laser illumination is estimated on the order of 10⁷. The course of dynamical tuning process was monitored in situ by measuring transmission spectroscopy via white light exposure.

To clear illustrate the effectiveness and dynamical properties manipulation process, we have performed a series of scanning windows in designed working wavelength range. The dynamical tuning of metamaterial magnetic response is clearly demonstrated in measured extinction spectra (Fig. 3(b)). Starting from as-made dimer metamaterials (red), the spectra were measured at a variety of laser excitation wavelength ranges at an extending interval of 40 or 50 nm. As increasing the scanning window, the gradual narrowing and re-shaping of metamaterial response was observed and the ensemble resonance peak changed from asymmetric to symmetric. This could be a result of reconfiguration of the dimer metamaterials structure due to the structural homogenization process by selective excitation of plasmon resonances. Gradually, a small hump with broad linewidth was emerged at λ between 900 and 1000 nm, which can be ascribed to ensemble magnetic dipole resonance (M) from highly populated dimers with designed offset between 10 and 20 nm (Fig. 2). This
emerging magnetic feature further confirms that metamaterials structures are dynamically reshaping at a higher selectivity. The magnetic response reaches the maximum with a narrower linewidth observed at scan window 930-760nm. At the same time, the electric dipole resonance ($\lambda$ between 700 and 800 nm) become symmetric and shows a trend of blue-shifting as extending illumination window. As shown, by designing and scanning wavelength windows dynamically, we can achieve not only the desired magnetic functionality of metamaterials, but also the tuning of response strength and linewidth.
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**Fig. 3.** Dynamical manipulation of magnetic properties of assembled nanorod dimer metamaterials. (a) Schematic sketch of the assembly and optical setup. The sample was exposed with Ti-Sapphire laser in different wavelength ranges and spectra was monitored via orthogonal white light illumination channel. (b) Experiment measured extinction spectra of sample after illumination at different wavelength ranges. A clear ensemble magnetic dipole feature has gradually evolved as a result of structural homogenization (see Visualization 1). The dotted arrow lines is guided for the position of magnetic dipole response and its evolvement. Different colors present laser illumination at different wavelength ranges with monomers (black) and as-made dimers (red) for comparison.
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**Fig. 4.** Quantification of desired magnetic dipole response. The relative contribution of desired magnetic (M) response (left axis) and selectivity (right axis) are plotted as a function of laser scanning wavelength ranges. The dotted line is guided for turning point of relative M contribution for having distinct ensemble magnetic spectral responses.
The tunability of metamaterials responses was further quantified by extracting contributions from the emerging (designed) magnetic dipole resonance by area integration of the resonance peak (910-990 nm). The selectivity and relative contributions is defined as the ratio between the integral of designed magnetic dipole response with respect to the total and other dipoles contributions at long wavelength region (880-1025 nm) due to the inhomogeneous broadening effect. As shown, we have achieved high degree of tunability of magnetic properties with highest selectivity as much as ~90% (Fig. 4). Interestingly, both magnetic dipole (M) contributions and selectivity show a threshold-like growing trend as extending laser excitation window. The turning point is at the range scanned from 930 to 800 nm, which is corresponding to the relative M contribution value of 1.13 (just above one). Note that the magnetic feature (designed) just start to show up in measured extinction spectrum at this scanning window (Fig. 2(b)). It can be inferred that critical requirement of having distinct ensemble magnetic spectral resonance is to achieve relative M contribution value greater than one. This quantitative information enables designing and selecting spectral responses of metamaterials to achieve desired optical functionalities. A clear Lorentzian function of estimated effective permeability is presented at the magnetic dipole resonance (Fig. 5). As shown, it presents a highly tunable effective permeability with respect to both wavelength and filling factor at optical frequency. The manipulation of such effective behaviors of metamaterial could result in astonishing achievements such as optical cloaking [26] and transformation optics [27].

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated the dynamical manipulation of optical properties of metamaterials in solution. By in situ monitoring the extinction spectra, we have also quantified the tunability and selectivity of magnetic dipolar responses. Such a dynamical approach could provide new opportunities in tailoring and developing active and reconfigurable optical devices and novel optical applications.
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